European Federation of
Data Driven Innovation Hubs
Informative webinar Open Call DIHs – 22/04/2021

The EUHUBS4DATA project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 951771

This project is part of BDV PPP

Open Call DIH Webinars
1.

Introduction to the project

2. Call process and guidelines
3. Call questionnaire

4. Q & A
Second webinar: Mai 6th, 12:00 CET

https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJUvc-iprj0rHNJmKtnvwuH6bmsFSUJ_Tnv-

Housekeeping rules
• All participants except the speakers will be muted during the sesion
• You can use the chat to ask questions or post comments
• We will address your questions during the Q&A time

• We will try to answer as many questions as possible, the rest will be answered
by e-mail

• We can also give the floor to some or you if want to ask personally

• The webinar will be recorded and uploaded

to EUH4D YouTube channel

EUHUBS4DATA:
ABOUT THE PROJECT

DT-ICT-05 Data Driven Innovation Hubs (sub-topic 1)
• Duration:
3 years (starting 1st
September 2020)

• Partners: 21 institutions
from 12 different
countries(ES, IT, NL, FR, DE,
SE, AT, IE, SI, PL, UK, BE)

• Coordinator: ITI

• WPs: 10

• Budget: 12.5 M Euros

• PMs: 1083,5

Reference federation in Europe for Big Data cross-border experimentation and innovation, providing a complete
pan-European catalogue of data sources and services to foster data driven innovation at local and regional level

Contribute to the establishment of common European Data Spaces

Creation of innovative products and solutions through data
sharing and cross-boundary services

Define a model of use, growth, and sustainability of the federation to
guide its evolution after the project is finished

To guarantee the impact and visibility, attracting end users,
disseminating results and best practices, collecting new necessities

To add value to the ecosystem of initiatives in Europe positioning as the
one-stop-shop for data driven innovation and experimentation

To identify training and skills needs from the different stakeholders, and
define and implement a training programme

EUHubs4Data offers an environment for data driven innovation and experimentation based on collaboration among European /
regional DIHs and other European initiatives

Offer side:
•

To bring together services, datasets, tools, assets from
European initiatives

•

To leverage results from European projects (starting by
BDV PPP projects, but open to others ….) and include
their assets in the federated catalogue

•

To develop interoperability models (now based on IDSA) to
provide a data space, also compatible with other initiatives
(i.e. Gaia-X, …)

European dimension:
• Federated catalogue
• Governance of the federation and global
processes decision making

Demand side:
•

To bring this offer closer to the respective ecosystems
through the DIHs of the federation

•

To support regional SMEs and small actors in the adoption
of data driven technologies

•

To provide financial support during the project (cascade
funding), technical and business support in the form of
services

Regional dimension:
• Regional offer
• Independence of involved Hubs
• Access / adaptation to local ecosystems

Exploitation, sustainability, business,
governance

Open calls

Federated catalogue
Relevant European
initiatives
New DIHs

3. The
community

i-Spaces in 2018

1. The starting
point

4. The offer

2. The
evolution

6. The future

5. The demand

EUH4D Open Call for DIHs
• The project has launched an open call for DIHs
on April 13th (aligned with the BDVA i-Spaces
call)

• 18 DIHs will receive financial support (1M

Euros) to carry out some specific tasks in the
project

• Other selected DIHs will be invited to participate
in some activities and events of the project
(model of the federation, community building,
technical sesions, etc …)

What is in for you?

• Increasing and improvement of
your service offering

• Added value to your local
• Access to knowledge, data
sharing and data space
techniques and implementation
practices and experience

ecosystems of SME, granted
them access to a complete
portfolio of services, data and
training programme

• Connection and collaboration with
other relevant DIHs

• Visibility and positioning at

• Be part of a complete ecosystem
and the future European
federation of data driven DIHs

• Participation on events and other

European level
activities of the federation

• Financial support

CALL PROCESS AND GUIDELINES

Introduction to the combined call
• To identify, recognize and label i-Spaces of BDVA in 2021
Based on a questionnaire to collect all the relevant information needed to assess whether the
applicants meet the requirements of BDVA to be an i-Space

• To select 18 new DIHs that will participate in the project EUHubs4Data
Among the candidates that meet the i-Spaces criteria, selecting those with the highest rank that
most contribute to the KPIs of the project (geographical coverage)

The process (before the application)
STEP 5: Send your

STEP 1: Download and read

STEP 3: Make sure you use

carefully the guidelines for
applicants

the latest version of Adobe
Reader.

application to the e-mail
address: opencalldih@euhubs4data.eu,
before the deadline: June
15th, 17:00 CET

STEP 2: Download the

STEP 4: Fill out the

editable PDF
questionnaire

corresponding sections
(A– F if you are applying just
for the BDVA i-Space label,
all sections if you are also
applying to EUH4D call for
DIHs).

BDBA / DAIRO i-Spaces call for labels

• Ensure the quality and impact of Data Innovation Spaces
• Connect existing initiatives under one umbrella
• Promote the recognized Data Innovation Spaces
• Ultimate goal: establishment of a European network of i-Spaces
• Visibility at European level
• Relation with similar initiatives in Europe
• Learn from experiences and best practices
• Organization of joint activities and events

• BDVA / DAIRO label is valid for two years
• To apply by filling out the corresponding

sections (Sections A - E) in the

editable PDF questionnaire

A. Data space specific information
B. Infrastructures and technologies.
C. Services.
D. Projects and applications.
E. Impact to ecosystem.
F. Business strategy and sustainability.
G. EUH4D specific information

EUH4D Call for DIHs
• Coordinator of a Digital Innovation Hub included in the European Commission catalogue
(https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/digital-innovation-hubs-tool) and with technical competences
in “data mining, big data and database management”

• Based on a region (following NUTS-2 Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics
classification2) not currently covered by the DIHs of federation (initial DIHs partners of the
project.

• As a preliminary condition to be selected for funding, applicants will have to meet the criteria to
be recognized as BDVA i-Space

• Confirm in the questionnaire your interest to receive cascade funding subject to the conditions of
the contract in Section G of the questionnaire (dedicated to EUHubs4Data specific information)

Call process
• A ranked list will be elaborated with the BDVA i-Spaces recognized in 2021 and
according to the received score in this process

• The 18 first i-Spaces in the list will be selected as long as: (i) they cover regions
(NUTS-2 region) not covered by the federation now, and (ii) confirm their willingness
to be part of the funding

• Otherwise, the next i-Space in the list will be selected (up to 18).
• If there are finally fewer than 18 i-Spaces that meet the criteria, those positions will
be filled with an additional call for DIHs in 2022

• All new i-Spaces will be invited to some activities of the project

Expected work
• To integrate their data driven services (at least 3 services) in the catalogue of the
federation (https://euhubs4data.eu/services/), with the level of integration and
interoperability defined at each stage of the project

• To have their services ready and integrated for the corresponding “open call for
experiments”, and eligible to be included as part of the experiments proposed by
the applicants to these open calls

• To disseminate properly the project and its activities
• To support the participants in the selected experiments that make use of their
services

Calendar for the Open Call for DIHs
• Important dates:
- Submission: from 13th April – 15th June (17:00 CET)
- Evaluation: from 15th June – 15th July

- Communication of results: second half of July 2021
- Signature of Sub-Grant Agreements: end of September 2021
- DIHs starting in 2021: October 2021
- DIHs starting in 2022: April 2022

Timeline

Budget
Total

2021

2022

Fixed budget

300K Euros

22K Euros / DIH

11K Euros / DIH

Variable budget
(support to
experiments)

780K Euros

315K Euros in total

455K Euros in total

• Fixed budget: 50% prefinancing, 80% interim payment
• Expected dedication: 5 PMs, 2.5 PMs

• Variable budget: 50% at M05 of the experiment, 50% at M09 of the
experiment
• Expected dedication: depending on the experiment and involvement

Combined call questionnaire

Section A . Data i-Space specific information
• General Info section
• State partner-organisations

directly linked

to your hub

• Name a contact person responsible
the application

for

Section B . Infrastructure / Technology
• Budget history
• Computing power and storage capacity
• Network speed
• How resources access is organized

Section C . Services provided
• Level of technical support
• Level of big data, analytics

and

visualisation support
• Level of data governance, privacy and
protection
• Incubation services
• Acceleration services
• Add more relevant services
• Available trainings and data-sets

Section D . Projects / Applications per sector
• Most relevant sectors
• Details about active/relevant

projects

Section E . Ecosytem und collaboration
• Information about your ecosystem
• Partnering clusters or similar
organisations

• Specify your outreach on regional,
national and European level

• Success stories

Section F . Business strategy
• Growth / impact / service

/ European

strategy

• Model of economic sustainability
• Revenue history

Section G . EUH4D specific information
• Already an i-Space?
• Country and region (NUTS-2
code)

• Confirm participation in both calls
• Confirm interest for EUHD
participation if not funded

Doubts
• You can contact us at: opencall-dih@euhubs4data.eu

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 951771

Thank you!
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